: Proteogenomic search and filtering strategy (a) Search schema used to identify variant peptides within proteomic datasets. Databases were searched using a split target-decoy strategy with both sequences to the augmented and reference proteins reversed. Three search algorithms (Tandem, COMET, and MS-GF+) were used and results were combined. (b) Schematic representation of PTM filtering strategy. All MS2 spectra identified by both our proteogenomics pipeline and identified as having mass-shifts to canonical peptides by MaxQuant were collected. If there was disagreement between the reference peptide altered by either pipeline, the PSM was rejected. Conservatively, we also rejected peptides if there was further disagreement regarding the site of modification. To illustrate the importance of peptide filters, we compared our results to a previous study [41] . In their study, both a cell-line specific database search and a database combining all exome sequencing data were used. The figure reports the number of peptides identified by [41] that remain after the various filtration approaches in our pipeline. 
Percent of total peptides
Sample-specific UniProt Community-based Figure S6 : Score distributions across community-based database searches. E-value score distribution summary by algorithm and tier. X-axis ranges from low scoring peptides to higher scoring peptides. Y-axis are the number of unique peptides in that bin. Colors represent peptides unique to community based databases (gray) or shared with sample-specific databases (yellow). Black lines represent the results from a search against a standard UniProt protein sequence database, using the indicated search algorithm and filtration tier. 
